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When technology is more than instrumental: How ethical concerns in EU agriculture co-evolve with the development of GM crops. / Inghelbrecht, Linde; Goeminne, Gert; Van Huylenbroeck, Guido; Dessein, Joost.
Research output: Contribution to journal › A1: Web of Science-article › Research › peer-review

GM crops in the EU as a wicked problem. On technology, morality and a polarised debate. / Inghelbrecht, Linde.
Research output: Thesis › Doctoral dissertation - Doctoral dissertation › Research › peer-review

Denksporen om uit de ggo-impasse te geraken. / Inghelbrecht, Linde.
Research output: Contribution to journal › A4: Article in journal not included in A1, A2 or A3 › Research

Waar is het misgelopen met aanvaarding ggo’s in Europa? / Inghelbrecht, Linde.
Research output: Contribution to journal › A4: Article in journal not included in A1, A2 or A3 › Research

Explaining the present GM business strategy on the EU food market: The gatekeepers’ perspective. / Inghelbrecht, Linde; Dessein, Joost; Van Huylenbroeck, Guido.
Research output: Contribution to journal › A1: Web of Science-article › Research › peer-review

The non-GM crop regime in the EU: How do Industries deal with this wicked problem? / Inghelbrecht, Linde; Dessein, Joost; Van Huylenbroeck, Guido.
Research output: Contribution to journal › A1: Web of Science-article › Research › peer-review

The wickedness of GM crop applications in the European Union. / Inghelbrecht, Linde; Dessein, Joost; Van Huylenbroeck, Guido.
Research output: Contribution to journal › A2: International peer reviewed article (not A1-type) › Research

To commercialize or not to commercialize genetically modified crops in the EU environment. / Inghelbrecht, Linde; Dessein, Joost; Van Huylenbroeck, Guido.
Research output: Contribution to conference › Paper › Research › peer-review

Attitude of the EU food industry towards ingredients derived from GM and non-GM IP crops. / Inghelbrecht, Linde.
Research output: Other contribution › Online publication › Web publication › Research

Consumentenenquete mbt ‘Perceptie van GGOs’. / Inghelbrecht, Linde.
2011, .
Research output: Other contribution › Online publication › Web publication › Research
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